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Here's how Baker McKenzie profits from offshore tax
system
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When global economic officials meet in Paris to discuss the future of the world's tax system,
one law firm is ever-present: Baker McKenzie.

Sol Picciotto goes to those meetings, too. A retired British law professor who earned a J.D.
from the University of Chicago, Picciotto now serves as a senior adviser to the Tax Justice
Network, a coalition of researchers and activists that opposes tax havens. The meetings are
part of a now five-year effort by the Organization of Economic Cooperation & Development to
rein in multinational companies that artificially shift profits to jurisdictions that promise low
taxes, minimal regulation and maximum secrecy. Baker's lawyers, he says, never miss a
meeting. Some of them used to work for the OECD. "Baker is very good at what they do, which
is devising structures that would stay as many steps ahead as possible of the loophole-closing
by the tax authorities," Picciotto says.

When Baker lobbies to keep the loopholes that benefit its clients, the firm benefits as well. The
tax practice brings in $500 million annually—nearly a fifth of Baker's fiscal 2017 annual
revenue of $2.67 billion. Last year it was one of the firm's top five growing practices, even as
calls for crackdowns on tax avoidance began to grow louder amid rising global inequality.
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Chicago-based Baker is prepared to assist clients with tax matters ranging from the tax
implications for M&A deals, to transfer pricing for multinationals, to wealth management, to
litigation, to lobbying. There are 544 tax lawyers spread among 77 offices worldwide, and the
practice swells to 950 when counting economists and other tax professionals. Partner Simone
Musa chairs it from Sao Paulo. Baker's website boasts that "our unsurpassed global coverage
enables us to help clients design, implement and defend tax strategies . . . everywhere they
operate."

Baker declines to make a tax lawyer available. In a statement, spokesman Stephen Stewart
says the firm has "one of the most highly regarded tax groups in the world."

It also is named repeatedly in a cache of records that describe business dealings in offshore
tax havens back to the 1970s. Three document troves have been leaked to the International
Consortium of Investigative Journalists in Washington, D.C.: Offshore Leaks in 2013, the
Panama Papers three years later, and the Paradise Papers earlier this month.

To be sure, legitimate reasons to operate in offshore jurisdictions exist, like avoiding double
taxation. And there's a difference between illegally evading taxes and legally lowering a
taxpayer's total bill.

The consortium added the Paradise Papers to its public database on Nov. 17. Journalists
with advance access used them to report that Baker McKenzie helped Apple legally avoid
taxes following scrutiny from the U.S. and Irish governments.

Baker is named in the consortium's database 239 times, not counting individual lawyers. No
other large law firm with a top-ranked tax practice appears as frequently; DLA Piper is a
runner-up, with 51 mentions. Bruce MacEwen, a New York-based law firm consultant who is
not connected to the firm's tax practice, says one explanation may be Baker's geographic
reach.

"There are certainly places that Baker does business in the world that no other mainstream law
firm does business, and therefore I wouldn't be surprised if they have clients in those places
who will pay for sophisticated tax management techniques," he says. It's good business, too,
he adds, because the money at stake means "frankly, legal fees are negligible compared to
the leverage you can exert on private wealth."

Baker's tax practice clients include Boeing, Johnson & Johnson, Microsoft and Sony,
according to legal directory Chambers & Partners. The firm's tax lawyers advised Abbott
Laboratories when it bought medical device-maker St. Jude Medical for $25 billion and
FedEx on its $4.8 billion deal for TNT Express.

Bob Cunningham and Thomas Linguanti, both lawyers in the Chicago office before Linguanti's
August departure to Morgan Lewis, persuaded a court to slash Medtronic's $1.36 billion tax
bill by 99 percent, to $14 million, Facebook has hired the firm for a dispute with the IRS over
assets in an Irish holding company.
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CLIENTS NEAR AND FAR

The records from offshore jurisdictions reveal more clients, as far away as a billionaire in
Thailand and as close as Coilcraft, a supplier of radio frequency inductors in Cary, and a
retirement trust for Baker itself in Bermuda from 2011 to 2012. The firm was a go-between for
clients wishing to establish shell companies, trusts and funds in tax havens like the British
Virgin Islands, Panama, the Cook Islands and Singapore.

In the past, Baker has worked with Kazakh oligarchs and a Swedish businessman who hid
millions while pursued by creditors. In the last decade, the firm has worked with Sathien
Setthasit, co-founder of a company that makes an energy drink called Carabao Dang, and
George Y.V. King, managing director of a manufacturer that makes clothing for Gap, Banana
Republic, Calvin Klein and Guess. It also set up an offshore entity for Coilcraft, with CEO
Thomas Liebman and two other executives named as directors. Liebman did not return
messages seeking comment.

The OECD is not the only place where Baker lobbies. It has earned $1.8 million from lobbying
in Washington since 2012, including $440,000 from the Washington Tax & Public Policy
Group, a lobbying shop whose clients include Baxter, Beam Suntory and Caterpillar.
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Litigation, as well as lobbying, is another arena where Baker goes beyond helping clients
comply with the law in favor of shaping it. Duane Webber, a Washington partner who now sits
on Baker's executive committee, advised chipmaker Altera on the risk of breaking an IRS rule
on its 2004 tax return, a risk that paid off when the company won in court. "Now some of those
regulations can be put to a challenge in a way that taxpayers, before the Altera opinion, simply
wouldn't have had the moxie to," Webber told trade publication Law360 in February. "The
proverbial cat is out of the bag."

Professional services firms are simply better trained and more sophisticated than tax
authorities can keep up with, says John Barrick, a professor at Brigham Young University's
School of Accountancy. Plus, there's a lot of legal gray area.

"They do a transaction, and a year later, they take a slightly more aggressive posture," he
says. "Over time, their judgment, in my opinion, is severely compromised. They think they're
within legal limits, but eventually they're out of that. . . .Everybody did a piece of it, but
nobody's guilty of anything."

Yet most scrutiny falls on the companies and the wealthy that avoid taxes, with comparatively
little attention paid to the professional services firms that profit secondhand. In a 2016
interview, three months after the Panama Papers were released, Baker's then-chairman,
Eduardo Leite, was asked if there'd been any fallout from their publication. "No," he said. "I
was thinking how quickly the news evaporated."
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